Introduction.
Recent improvements in high speed digital computing machines have resulted in focusing considerable attention on the problem of numerical integration of partial differential equations by means of systems of difference equations. A number of these systems have been proposed and have been proved to possess solutions which converge, upon refinement of the "mesh size," to the solution of the boundary value problem. These systems of difference equations, however, appear invariably to involve constant increments in the independent variables. It would require an exorbitant length of time in most cases to carry out the computations with constant increments throughout since these increments must necessarily be small where the solution is varying rapidly, while it has been observed in practice that the size of these increments may be increased in a manner dependent on the type of difference equation used.
In the case of explicit methods the increments of a single variable may not be changed but increments of all variables must be increased simultaneously. This is frequently inconvenient for programming the computations.
Implicit methods are more flexible in this regard in that it will be shown the increments of a single variable can be increased from step to step.
It is our purpose here to propose a system of implicit difference equations with variable time increments and demonstrate its convergence to the solution of a boundary value problem for the heat flow equation. This equation appears in a wide variety of problems of diffusion such as the flow of fluids through porous media, heat conduction, and Brownian motion. The initial and boundary values which we consider, while quite restrictive from a mathematical point of view, cover most cases of physical interest. Some discussion of these initial values will be found in the last section of this report. Both linear and exponential growth of the time steps will be considered and it will be shown that in each case the order of convergence is the same as that in the case of constant time steps. The approximation will be obtained as the solution of a system of implicit difference equations with variable time increments At0, Ah, • ■ ■ , AtM-i.
We shall use the following customary notation.
Let °°g Ti^e-'2' V M4 \a"\ = 2^e-'2(, dt2 t!i and, hence,
It is easy to see that if AtH is identically equal to (Ax)2 then, as Ax approaches zero, [|«||" = 0(M(Ax)4) = 0((Ax)2), but this choice of Atn is clearly not a practical one for computation. In the two sections which follow it will be shown that ||v||B = 0((Ax)2) even if Atn increases linearly or exponentially with t. To prove this we note that ne~"i increases monotonically to 1/ce and then decreases monotonically and that 7j2e~c' behaves similarly, its maximum being 4/c2e2. Thus the first series is bounded by foa3e~ca'ds + l/ec and the second by foa2ae-ca'ds+4/e2c2.
Linear growth of Atn. Suppose
Making the change of variable r)=a', these integrals are easily evaluated to complete the proof of the lemma.
Applying the lemma we note that in the case at hand c=aw2/f3, which is a constant, and a = (1 +j3(Ax)2) so that 1/log a = 0(l/(Ax)2)
as Ax approaches zero, and thus the sum in our estimate of \\v\\" is 0(l/(Ax)2) or ||v||. = 0((Ax)2). It seems intuitively certain, therefore, that our hypotheses are too stringent. A number of sufficient conditions can be given on f(x) so that its Fourier series satisfy our requirements.
Exponential growth of Atn. Suppose
If f(x) has six continuous derivatives and /(0) =/(l) =0, the latter being the property/(x) =1 fails to possess, then an = 0(l/»6) as may be seen by integrating fof(x) sin nwxdx by parts. Much less than this is required, however. For instance, it is enough that/(0) =/(l) =0 and/(4)(x) satisfy the Lipschitz condition of order a | f(xi) -f(xt) | / | Xi -*2 |« = 0 (1) for O^Xi, x2^l where a>l/2.
For then the Fourier series for/(4)(x) is obtained from that for f(x) by differentiating term by term (this is again seen by integrating by parts) and the former series converges absolutely [3, p. 135 ] and hence [3, p. 131 ] 22n-i n*\an\ converges. Or, if/(4)(x) is of bounded variation, it need merely satisfy a Lip-schitz condition of any positive order [3, p. 136] , and more general conditions on/(4)(x) are known [3, p. 143 ].
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